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so, if you have no interest in having a kjfk airport scene, i
would recommend to ignore that, but if you are interested in

having an airport which you can freely explore with a car,
then perhaps its worth to give kjfk a try. this is a tough

problem if you want to be able to make an airport
realistically, for example if you do not like this airport and
you want to be able to pick a different airport. for that, you
can do a dummy run in x-plane and play with the sliders.
that way, you will know where to place the airport at your

desired level of fidelity. just make sure you have good
planes, and you will figure out the airport. kjfk for x-plane
can also be used for funnerflight , which is the game jeff
states it came out of. thats another great feature of kjfk,

because of the high quality and realism of the scenery, it will
create a feel of reality in your flight. apart from the airport
being mainly used for flight sims, it is also used for many
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other games, like: airport kig , x-plane and airport controller ,
and of course, funnerflight , but with a twist. funnerflight is a
strategy game played on the map below. your main aim is to
get all the cars, lights, planes and ships to their respective

destinations. you have a limited amount of time to do this, or
else the mission fails and you have to start all over again.

once you have done all the flying, you must control all your
vehicles at the destination. i have to say i am impressed with
how they have recreated such a complex airport so well. its
very detailed and realistic. as i mentioned before kjfk v2 is a
'no pod' airport. the new version kjfk v3 also has a 'no pod'
version that is set up like kjfk v2. this is a 'chunked' version
but this time its a free download. theres still quite a bit of
work to be done, but i hope to see more airports, scenery

and airports like this kjfk v3.
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overall, i like the airport more than the default. but as you
can see, the render times are not very comfortable, so a

funny thing for this review is that i used x-plane
configuration profiling to test kjfk for the review. so, what if
the airport didnt show up with this config testing? i will take

this opportunity to explain what the airiq plugin does. i
enabled the airiq plugin to test the airport with this method,
and to my surprise kjfk showed up. how so? when i click on
the icon for the server in the aircraft management screen in
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x-plane, in the top right corner there is a checkbox with the
name of the airiq plugin. checking this plugin, the aircraft

management screen becomes part of this plugin. this makes
it the newly configured airiq plugin. or called differently in
the manual, x-plane turns off the default plugin, which is
more suitable when youre flying. the airiq plugin has no

effect on the ground. it has to be activated by a human user
(you). to check that the plugin shows up, start the airport in
x-plane and go into aircraft management. there you will find

the status of the airiq plugin. in the top left corner is the
airplane icon. click on this icon to change the status of the
airiq plugin in the aircraft management screen. when youre
done, close the aircraft management screen. to close the

aircraft management screen, click on the airplane icon in the
top left corner. then click on the airplane icon in the top left

corner to go back to the control panel. please note, you wont
see the aircraft management screen anymore. every time
youre in aircraft management and choose the server in the
top right corner, the plugin is activated. you can check for
this by clicking on the airplane icon. this opens the aircraft

management screen again. furthermore, the airport markers
in aircraft management also appear, although with a slightly
different color than in the default airport. is there any way to
change this color? maybe for other users than me, and not
just by changing the plane color? in some planes, the color
of the airport markers is also not always the same as in the
default airport. it can be difficult to see in some situations.

maybe, you can change the color of the airport markers
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there too. at least as a setting. which color is the best?
maybe bright red or orange? lets take a look at these
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